
 

PART 1: QUESTION A  

PRINCIPLES OF TRAINING: 

By incorporating the principles of training, performance can be improved. In Gert’s case, she was 

not encompassing the vital principles of training into her training program for the Sydney half 

marathon, which as seen in the graph, resulted in a decrease in performance and reversed 

improvements. Her old training program involved running on flat ground, 3 times a week for 15km, 

done at a steady intensity (70-85%).  This has multiple problems. 

 

Progressive overload: 

In order for improvements, progressive overload is absolutely vital. It involves stressing the body by 

progressively increasing the training load as improvements in fitness occur. Initially, because Gert 

was unfit, she was stressing the system and therefore improved her time. However as she kept 

improving, her fitness level was rising and a 15km run became less of a stress on her body, and did 

not seek to increase it and therefore in week 8 her improvements plateaued and in week 9 she 

declined in improvements. This is because she didn’t incorporate progressive overload into her 

training program and it remained unchanged.  

 

The above training program utilises this principle in the gradual gains made in the distance in runs, 

and the duration, intensity, and frequency of each activity. The number of training sessions gradually 

increases throughout the six weeks, based on the base training program Gert already had 

implemented. The intensity and duration of the fartlek and interval training also increased, along 

with an approximate 10% increase in the duration of continuous running. The duration of each set 

in the circuit program also increased, a long with an increase in the number of times Gert does the 

set. It is expected that throughout the 6 weeks after doing stretching almost every day, Gert will 

continuously increasing the length and intensity of the stretch.  



 

Specificity: 

This means that the effects of the training program should be specifically related to the event or 

competition an athlete is training for i.e. what is being done in training is similar to what is required 

in the event or competition, in this case a half marathon. Training programs must be specific to 

energy systems (metabolic specificity, muscles, and components of fitness) 

 

Firstly, by only running on flat ground and not changing her terrain, Gert is not incorporating the 

principle of specificity. The course map shows an extremely variable gradient, therefore will not be 

used to running on different terrains in the actual race. This has a negative impact on performance 

and Gert may not achieve her goal due to the muscles not being prepared for the particular demands 

that different gradients involve. By incorporating different gradients into the training program, the 

muscles will be able to adapt better with a change in gradient in the actual marathon. For example, 

if she only trains on flat ground, her calf muscles (soleus and gastrocnemius) will not be accustomed 

to hills or large inclines, which may result in either tears or immense pain, and therefore decreasing 

performance. These muscles will also not be used to contracting in this way and therefore will be 

less efficient, thus decreasing performance in the marathon. By training among different gradients, 

the body and muscles are able to adapt better and therefore becoming more efficient, allowing Gert 

to be able to maintain a faster pace, improving performance and allowing her to get into the top 

10% of competitors. 

 

In the old program, Gert trained at a steady pace, and worked solely with the aerobic energy system. 

Although the aerobic energy system is the dominant energy system within a half marathon, it is vital 

for her to train with all of the energy systems in order for her body to adapt to the different demands 

each one requires (metabolic specificity), as she will be using all 3 during the marathon. By 

incorporating sprint training into Gert’s training program, this works the ATP/PC system.. This has a 



 

positive impact on performance as she will get a good start and be able to use the ATP system 

efficiently as she will have trained with it, especially seeing as it is used in the absence of oxygen 

(anaerobically). The other anaerobic system is lactic acid system where the body turns to glycogen 

as a fuel source for the first 2 minutes of the race (approximately). By training with the lactic 

threshold (level where lactate accumulates faster than it can be removed) Gert will be able to 

improve her lactic tolerance and as a result improve performance, as she is able to maintain a faster 

pace for longer. Working with the aerobic energy system is also vital as it is the most dominant 

energy system. By using continuous training and training at intensity of 70-85% (within the aerobic 

threshold) she will be able to improve her overall level of fitness and therefore be able to go faster 

for longer, thus improving performance.  

 

By not changing each exercise and doing the same thing each time, Gert was only focusing on certain 

components of fitness for example muscular endurance was developed as the muscles became 

accustomed to running 15km. Each of the activities outlined in the new training program develop 

one or more of the components of fitness necessary for improving performance in marathon 

running. For example, aerobic interval training develops cardiovascular endurance and therefore 

improves performance, as Gert is able to go faster for longer.  

 

Variety: 

Variety is absolutely necessary and required to keep athletes interested and motivated. In Gert’s 

old training program, she did not differ in the slightest from running 15km 3 times a week and 

therefore had absolutely no variety. This could have contributed to the decline in improvements as 

using the same routines to develop fitness is boring and counter productive and therefor Gert may 

have struggled with motivation to keep going on the training program, impeding performance.  



 

In the new program, account has been taken for her individual differences, current fitness level, and 

needs through varying the types of activities to keep Gert interested. For example, circuit training 

comprised of multiple different activities, and cool down switched between pool running, 

swimming, and walking.  

 

Training Thresholds: 

In her old training program, Gert was working at a steady pace and only working in the aerobic 

training zone. As a result, she was not incorporating any training thresholds into her performance. 

By doing this, Gert was not improving her tolerance to lactic acid and therefore not improving 

performance.  

 

In following the training program, Gert will be training beyond the aerobic threshold and in the 

aerobic training zone, as in most of the activities including long continuous runs, and, beyond the 

anaerobic threshold (or the lactate inflection point) as in sprint training. Training beyond the aerobic 

threshold is a vital part of any training program in order for an improvement in physical fitness and 

condition, especially in marathon running. In such training, as is incorporated in the training 

program, improvements will be made as Gert will be training beyond the aerobic threshold, and 

therefore her body will adapt to work loads and thus improve physically, enabling her to be able to 

go a faster pace for an extended period of time, improving performance. 

 

Warm Up and Cool Down: 

In every session, a 10 minute warm up and cool down is included before and after. Originally, Gert 

did not have any plans for warm up/ cool down and therefore was risking injury, letting the body 

initially perform at a lower temperature (reducing efficiency of muscular contractions), increasing 

chance of DOMS (delayed onset muscle soreness), and increasing chance of lactic acid pooling in 



 

the muscles. With the included warm up and cool down, Gert is able to avoid all of these things, and 

therefore improve her performance, creating a better foundation to finish in the top 10%.  

 

Reversibility:  

The reversibility principle will not affect an Gert following in the new or old training program, as 

there is or was not enough time where the athlete is not training for them to lose the effects of 

training. The longest period of rest is two days, and this is not enough to reverse any gains made in 

training.  

 

TYPES OF TRAINING: 

Aerobic Training:  

Originally, Gert was only adopting one component of Aerobic training; long, slow continuous 

training. This is beneficial for a base level of fitness, however when it comes to improvements, they 

are unable to be obtained due to the placid nature of her training program.  

 

In the new program, Gert utilizes all of the components of aerobic training; continuous, interval 

fartlek and circuit. This is because, although her event is a long endurance event, aerobic training 

develops the capacity of the aerobic energy system, which is her dominant energy system used. It 

also increases cardiorespiratory efficiency, which is vital for Gert in order for her to be able to 

compete.  

 

Continuous training involves training for a sustained effort with no rest, with intensity within the 

aerobic training zone (70-85% MHR). Within the new training program, continuous training is used 

in order to maintain Gert’s base level of fitness, and increase endurance levels. This is used to train 

the body for the majority of the race, where Gert will be using the aerobic energy system at an 



 

intensity of 70-85%. For example, every week there is an extended distance run, similar to the 

distance she will be covering in her half marathon, which is in the aerobic training zone i.e. in week 

4 a 19 km run at 80%. This improves her base fitness level and as a result improves performance, 

allowing Gert to be able to maintain a faster pace for longer.  

 

Aerobic interval training involves alternating periods of work and recovery. By using this training 

method, Gert stresses the aerobic system by not allowing time for full recovery between sets. It is 

necessary for the majority of the race, however it focuses on bursts of energy, and therefore will be 

beneficial for the start and finish of a race. The sustained effort of moderate intensity (80-85%) 

stresses the system, however does so without fatigue due to the rest periods Gert gets. These 

work/rest periods are in the ratio of 3:1 respectively. The new program includes this type of training 

at least once a week, if not twice towards the end of the 6 weeks for example 6 minutes run @ 85% 

/ 2 minutes walk repeated 8 times in week 5. In this training, Gert is working at the upper end of the 

aerobic training zone for 6 minutes, with 2 minutes rest which will not allow the heart rate to drop 

considering after working at that intensity for that duration of time. 8 repeats will ensure that Gert’s 

system is stressed for around 50 minutes. This will as a result have a positive impact on performance 

by enabling her to be able to run faster for longer.  

 
Fartlek training is the combination of interval training and continuous, where participants vary their 

speed and terrain. This means there is a random use of intensities that shocks the aerobic energy 

system. Gert’s new training program utilizes fartlek training at least once a week in order to increase 

the lactic buffer by working around the anaerobic threshold. For example, 1.5 hour run alternating 

every 5 minutes from 75% to 85% will increase lactate buffer, improve Gert’s ability to run faster for 

longer and therefore has a positive impact on performance.  

 



 

Circuit training is where athletes move from one station to another performing specific exercises. In 

Gert’s new program, circuit training has been used and adapted to suit marathon training, and is 

only effective due to the application of the overload principle for example, increasing the amount 

of sets and duration throughout the program from 12 stations repeated 5x for 1 minute in week 

one, to 9 stations repeated 9x for 1 minute 10 seconds in week 6. This develops Gert’s aerobic 

capacity and can potentially improve the physical fitness components of muscular endurance, 

strength, and flexibility and as a result improving performance by being able to run at a faster pace 

for longer.  

 

Flexibility Training:  

Flexibility is the range through which joints and body parts are able to move. Within Gert’s old 

training program, no considerations were taken for the flexibility of her muscles. However this is a 

significant error, as flexibility training is essential for preventing injury, improved coordination, 

improved skill execution, muscular relaxation, decreased soreness, and increased range of motion 

around a joint. With flexibility training, all of these factors are experienced, and therefore creating 

faster, and more efficient running, thus improving performance.  

 

Gert’s new training program adopts extensive flexibility training, in order to achieve the greatest 

improvements in performance. In almost all warm ups, especially towards the last weeks in the 

program, either dynamic or static flexibility training is implemented. The gradual lengthening of 

muscle in static stretching increases body temperature and decreasing muscle tightness, as a result 

allowing better performance. Dynamic stretching involves making slow and controlled movements 

through the full range of motion. A gradual increase in speed and momentum of body part 

movement warms the muscle fibers and extends them to a degree they are needed when running 



 

long distances. This decreases the risk of injury and loosens the muscles, enabling increased 

performance.  

 

In the cool downs, I have also included static stretching, which has the effect on the muscles as in 

the warm up, however also prevents delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS) allowing 

improvements to continue in the following days of training. The other type of stretching included in 

cool downs is Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation (PNF) stretching. PNF involves lengthening 

a muscle against a resistance (either band or partner) and is completed in a progressive cycle of 

static stretch/ isometric contraction/ static stretch. This allows for greatest flexibility to be obtained, 

and is used to help strengthen muscle fibers, which allows Gert to be able to move at a more 

efficient level (for example larger stride length in the hip joint), therefore she is able to run faster 

for longer, positively impacting performance.   

  



 

PART 1: QUESTION B  

Physiological adaptions in response to training are changes in the body that occur as a result of 

training that allow us to function more comfortable at existing levels of stress and respond more 

efficiently to new levels of stress. Adaptions approximately occur after 12 weeks, and therefore Gert 

should experience changes in her physiological state, which will overall have a positive effect on 

performance, causing significant improvements.  

 

Resting heart rate (RHR) refers to the number of times the heart beats per minute whole at rest, 

and decreases as a result of training. When Gert started training, she would be classified as a 

“sedentary person” and would have had a resting heart rate of 72 beats per minute. As a result of 

her new training program, Gert will experience a decrease of one beat per minute a week, ultimately 

resulting in a RHR of 60 after 10-12 weeks of consistent training. This is due to an increase in the 

efficiency of the heart, i.e. it is able to pump more blood around the body in one heart beat (stroke 

volume), and therefore doesn’t need to pump as many times as before. This also means that Gert’s 

heart will return back to normal at a quicker rate after experiencing a decrease in RHR, and therefore 

she will be able to recover at a faster rate. This as a result, improves performance in marathon 

running, as Gert will be able to maintain a faster pace of running for an extended amount of time.  

 

Stroke volume, as stated before, is the amount of blood ejected by the left ventricle in each beat. 

This increases as a result of training, from 100ml/beat to 160ml/beat at maximum levels. Gert (being 

unfit when she started) will experience a significant increase in stroke volume due to the increase 

in efficiency of her heart. This means Gert will have more blood available to be pumped around the 

body in each beat, resulting in more oxygen and blood being delivered to her working muscles. As a 

result, she will be able to work at a higher intensity aerobically and at a faster pace, therefore 

increasing performance. Cardiac output refers to the amount of blood pumped by the heart each 



 

minute, and is more simply, stroke volume multiplied by heart rate. Therefore, this will increase 

significantly as there is a higher stroke volume i.e. Gert could experience a new stroke volume of 

20L to 40L after training with her training program. This means that more blood and oxygen is 

delivered to the working muscles, making oxygen more available meaning that Gert can continue 

on running at a higher intensity for longer, improving performance.  

 

Oxygen uptake (VO2 max) is the ability of the working muscles to use the oxygen being delivered. 

This significantly increases as a result to training, and Gert can expect to experience a 15-20% 

increase from 35ml/kg/minute to 45ml/kg/minute. An increased oxygen uptake means that Gert 

has more oxygen available for ATP production, and therefore she will be able to work at higher 

intensities for extended periods of time, improving performance. Lung capacity refers to the amount 

of air that the lungs can hold, which an cause an increase in tidal volume. This however is only at 

maximum levels of change, and therefore it could be unlikely that Gert will experience this. However 

if she does, it means she will have increased oxygen transport and carbon dioxide removal, meaning 

more oxygen is available to the muscles, and she is able to run faster. This will have a positive impact 

on performance.  

 

Haemoglobin level refers to the amount of the substance in the blood that binds the oxygen and 

transports it around the body. Gert’s haemoglobin levels can increase up to 20% as a result of her 

training program, i.e. from 800 to 1000g per 100ml of blood. An increase in haemoglobin levels 

means she will be have more oxygen being carried in the blood that is going to the working muscles, 

and therefore she will be able to run faster for longer. As a result, this improves her performance in 

marathon running.  

 



 

Muscle hypertrophy is the increase in muscle size and muscle cells, where the cross sectional area 

of the muscles increases in size. Due to an increased size of muscles, Gert will have more myofibrils 

(the part of the muscle that contracts), enlarged muscle fibres (muscles can store more glycogen 

and ATP), and larger connective tissue. All of these factors lead to an overall improvement in 

endurance as they link to increased speed and power. In terms of performance, this means Gert will 

be able to run up hills and move more efficiently along varying terrains when required, therefore 

causing improvements in performance.  

 

Muscle fibers are slow (red) and fast (white), where white will respond to sprints, short intervals 

and resistance training however red will respond most to endurance activities. Due to the aerobic 

nature of Gert’s training program, there will be little, if any, affect on her white twitch fibers as they 

only experience adaptions under anaerobic training programs. The slow twitch fibres however will 

have a direct response to her aerobic training program, causing hypertrophy, increased capillary 

supply, more efficient mitochondrial function, increased myoglobin, and increased activity of 

oxidative enzymes. This enhances Gert’s ability to use fatty acids as an energy source and glycogen 

spare i.e. she will be able to mix between fuels and save glycogen stores until the end, therefore 

fatigue is delayed. Additionally, an increase in glycogen stores should also be expected, which means 

she will be able to maintain her pace for longer. Gert’s muscles will also be better enabled to send 

lactate to the liver to be used as another energy source. All combined together, these factors mean 

that Gert will be able to compete at a faster pace for a longer period of time, with more efficient 

use of her fuel sources, and therefore see improvements in her performance.  

 

Overall, physiological adaptions as a response to aerobic training all have a positive impact on 

performance, allowing improvements to be made, especially in Gert’s case of marathon running.  


